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TOPIC

What is Bioreactors?

“An apparatus for growing organisms (yeast, bacteria, or animal cells) under 

controlled conditions. Used in industrial processes to produce 

pharmaceuticals, vaccines, or antibodies. Also used to convert raw materials 

into useful byproducts such as in the bioconversion of corn into ethanol.”



Basis:

•They are systems or devices that supports a biologically active environment

•They are vessels in which a chemical process is carried out which involves

organisms or biochemically active substances derived from such organisms

•They can be either aerobic or anaerobic

•They are commonly cylindrical, ranging in size from liters to cubic meters, and are

often made of stainless steel

•They supply a homogeneous (same throughout) environment by constantly

stirring the contents.

•They give the cells a controlled environment by ensuring the same temperature,

pH, and oxygen levels.



Industrial Bioreactors



Biological Uses



Limiting substrate: 

•The substrate or substrate(s) (energy source, carbon source and/or nutrient source) 

which is/are first exhausted in batch growth. This substrate(s) has a direct influence 

on the kinetics of cell growth.

In excess: 

•The substrate or substrate(s) (energy source, carbon source and/or nutrient source) 

which is/are not exhausted at the end of batch growth. This substrate(s) has no effect 

on the kinetics of cell growth.



Biological Catalyst-Enzymes



Reaction Rate For Enzymes

Maud Menten and Leonor Michaelis

Michaelis-Menten kinetics



Michaelis-Menten kinetics

v0=rP=−rS=Vmax[S]/Km+[S]

where, v0 is the initial ‘reaction velocity’, rp is the rate of production of the 

product, rs is the rate of production of the substrate, S is substrate, P is 

product, and [] represents concentration.

This equation governs the initial reaction rates (i.e., not including the 

reversion of products).



Reactor types

•Chemostat (chemical environment is static)

•A bioreactor to which fresh medium is continuously added, while culture liquid is

continuously removed to keep the culture volume constant

https://www.engr.colostate.edu/CBE101/_images/bioreactor_chemostat.png


Bioreactor Design

•Oxygenation for aerobic microorganisms

•Temperature management

•Methods for monitoring the culture

•Sterility



https://www.engr.colostate.edu/CBE101/_images/bioreactor_culture_lifecycle.png


where

•[S] is the concentration of growth limiting substrate

•F or V˙ is the volumetric flow rate of S into the chemostat

•V is the reactor volume

•x is the biomass per unit volume (x = biomass/V)

•μ is the biomass growth rate

•τ is the residence time in the reactor (τ=V/F)

•D is the dilution rate (D=F/V)

•Cell growth kinetics: rx=μx

https://www.engr.colostate.edu/CBE101/_images/bioreactor_generic_chemostat.png
https://www.engr.colostate.edu/CBE101/_images/bioreactor_generic_chemostat.png




1. Continuous Stirred Tank Bioreactor







2. Bubble Column Bioreactor



3. Airlift  Bioreactor



Airlift Bioreactor



Airlift Bioreactor Advantages



Disadvantage of  Airlift Bioreactor



4. Immobilized Bioreactor 



Methods of Immobilization



Advantages of Immobilized Bioreactor



Disadvantages of Immobilized Bioreactor







Membrane Reactor 



Application of Membrane Reactor 



Challenges in Membrane Reactor 



Photobio Reactor 




